20/20 targets: are we doing enough to keep
the lights on?
Guest columnist: Jonathan Johns

While high economic growth is not a driver for energy infrastructure

power cuts due to the collapse of its Northern grid infrastructure —
bringing home the vulnerability of rapidly growing economies to
India has missed its power sector investment targets most years
more electricity.
maintained by mature energy economies). This in an economy

A criticism has been made that successive governments in India
have invested too little in energy infrastructure — so that material
by the recent power failures. This is a lesson for all economies.
It is probable that the strength of the German economy and the
advanced nature of its policies mean that it is well placed to achieve

While many economies have evolved policies to provide the
Underlying the policy shift in renewable electricity is the desire for
solar and wind to achieve grid parity with thermal coal by the early

contract for difference regime). Other economies are suffering
from increasing funding gaps caused by budgetary constraints

there are strong budgetary pressures on the Indian economy as

energy challenges faced by a large proportion of economies:
The need for huge levels of energy infrastructure investment

could start to occur as we approach 2020. They have occurred

a climate when both government and private sector funds

conditioning demand and due to underinvested grid infrastructures;

plants (as occurred in France in 2003). The intermittency of
imported fossil fuels

levels of investment required
as part of the energy equation before focusing on the renewable
by delivery.
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20/20 targets: are we doing enough to
keep the lights on? (cont’d)
Figure 1 maps the current carbon intensity of grid electricity
against the gap between 2010 levels of renewable energy and

Figure 1a: RES gap 2010–20*

measures. (This data is based on European targets in gray and

have high levels of carbon intensity and relatively large gaps in
terms of renewable energy investment required to meet implied

could be thought to be well advanced in renewables. These often
have a stubbornly high carbon intensity because of the reliance

relatively large renewables gap due to its only relatively recent
focus on the sector.
Figure 2 shows how much the remaining gap has been affected
targets perhaps having more credibility than the targets put
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Figure 1b: RES gap 2010–20 (EU27 countries only)

given that the country is not primed by the relatively cheap

action plans as is given to renewable energy policy support — not
the best efforts of the US Senate Finance Committee in gaining
to the level and price of indigenous fossil fuels available to
The position of the US may not be what the renewables industry
reliance on imports.
This chart really brings out the challenges posed by India and
China where there is a huge dependence on coal as part of

energy infrastructure investment decisions and is not going

will lead to that advantage being preserved in the longer term.

support measures.

on fossil fuels and move away from nuclear power.
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20/20 targets: are we doing enough to
keep the lights on? (cont’d)
Figure 4: Estimated cost to meet RES gap (2010–20)

cheaper but more controversial onshore sector — consequently
best overland wind regimes in Europe.

even though its solar irradiance is relatively poor compared with
southern European countries which have invested less.
The impact of technology choice on investment costs is illustrated

To provide an indication of what this investment achieves and
electricity targets for 2020 together with the renewable electricity
One feature of energy policy appears to be that different cultures
have different attitudes to which tools are best selected to achieve

The graph does need to be interpreted with a degree of caution.
the huge increase in hydro investment required to achieve the

Figure 5: Forecast capacity pipeline (wind and solar only) 2011–16 and RES electricity gap 2011–20
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The challenge for China is not only to continue investment

overcapacity and continued pressure on margins as governments
between the budget needed to achieve investment ambitions

allocated to renewables.

adversely affect even this suggested outcome.
should be updated from 2020 to provide a more coordinated
resources where it is cheaper and driving down costs by greater

investment in renewables will radically reduce from historic levels.
attractive policies being maintained: were these to be removed

reform should be brought forward to provide further stimulus to
investment opportunities for many economies and increase the

momentum may well be maintained if technology prices continue
to drop and onshore wind investment also continues.
The adverse impact of a drastic reduction in renewables support is

would come from and whether the EU has the remit to move before

of targets almost inevitable.
the Asian and other new economies are the prime drivers of
second tender round has recently been delayed to 2013.
however; all of the targets submitted to the EU were based on
transpire given the effects of the euro crisis on their economies.

fully recognized.

allows its goods and services to be regarded by consumers as low

whether the shale gas boom will have allowed it to stand safely to
of carbon will become an inconvenient truth.
uncertain policy and investment climate and supply chain issues.
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was based on assessment of the previous regime. The main
challenge is whether infrastructure investment can be mobilized
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dependence data from various publicly available sources
for 2020 will not be met.
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